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I congratulate you for such a pioneering and excellent work. Your publication fulfils a great need felt by scholars, researchers and journalists. I deeply appreciate your noble endeavour in bringing out this educative and informative journal.

ISMAIL YEDILER
ZAMAN: GUNLUK SIYASI MUSTAKIL GAZETE
ISTANBUL, TURKEY

Periodica Islamica is an international contents journal. In its quarterly issues it reproduces tables of contents from a wide variety of serials, periodicals and other recurring publications worldwide. These primary publications are selected for indexing by Periodica Islamica on the basis of their significance for religious, cultural, socioeconomic and political affairs of the Muslim World.

Periodica Islamica is the premiere source of reference for all multi-disciplinary discourses on the world of Islam. Browsing through an issue of Periodica Islamica is like visiting your library 100 times over. Four times a year, in a highly compact format, it delivers indispensable information on a broad spectrum of disciplines explicitly or implicitly related to Islamic issues.